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VOCABULARY POWER 1 UNITS 1-2

A. Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blanks.
prove

settle

consider feast

load

guilty

occasionally

mean

spirit

considerate

1. To celebrate Ariel’s birthday, we all got together to enjoy a great __________.
2. Max helped a little old lady carry a __________ of bags to her car.
3. If you feel __________ about something you did, maybe you should say sorry.
4. He is not a serious golfer. He only plays __________.
5. My roommate is quite __________. He is clean and never makes too much noise.
6. The students have to __________ that they are really excused from class.
7. What does thrill __________? Can you look up the definition?
8. Everyone at Google is proud of their work place. They have strong work__________.
9. The teacher had to __________ an argument between two students.
10. You should __________ all your choices before you make a decision.
B. Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blanks.
occasions

generosity

prove

guilt

feast

load

cause

attempted

recorded

damaged

1. Both suspects admitted their __________ to the police.
2. She is known for her __________. She always tips $20.
3. We met on several __________ to discuss the issue.
4. You should __________ that you are a member of that club. Please, Show your ID card.
5. Ellie is a popular student, and she has a __________ of friends.
6. We are going to give a wedding __________ after the ceremony. Please, join us.
7. The burglar __________ to escape through the window when I entered in.
8. The police are still trying to find out the __________ of the fire.
9. We __________ their wedding on video to watch it in the future.
10. Many buildings were badly __________ during the war.
C. Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blanks.
Disease

shore

occasionally

attempted

cure

risk

spirits

generous

raise

John was (1) __________ ill. One day, he went to the doctor. The doctor said ‘You have a serious (2)
__________, and there is no (3) __________ for it.’ He learned that he had cancer and he needed to have an
operation immediately. Yesterday, he woke up, he felt awful. He wanted to sit on the (4) __________ and watch
the birds fly over the sea again. His neighbors heard about this situation. They knew that he didn’t have enough
money to have an operation. They (5) __________ to (6) __________ Money for him. His (7) __________
neighbors gave a lot of money. There was a high (8) __________ in his operation. However, it was successful.
Now John is in high (9) __________.
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D. Choose the correct alternative to fill in the blanks.
1. Please stop jumping on the bed! You are going to __________ it.
a) damage

b) load

c) risk

d) attempt

2. Does Apple__________ workers to smoke inside the offices? I don’t think so!
a) consider

b) cause

c) allow

d) attempt

3. The principal __________ the country’s flag at the new school.
a) loaded

b) raised

c) recorded

d) settled

4. Do you have any __________ that your absence is excused?
a) cause

b) shore

c) proof

d) occasion

5. Starting a company can be very __________. Not many people can do it.
a) attempt

b) guilty

c) risky

d) settled

6. My uncle has a terrible __________. I think he is going to die!
a) disease

b) cure

c) spirit

d) record

7. He broke the world record on this first __________!
a) shore

b) allow

c) consider

d) attempt

8. Shearan keeps a __________ of all his match scores.
a) proof

b) record

c) attempt

d) settle

9. He felt so bad about kicking the puppy. The __________ was awful.
a) feast

b) cure

c) guilt

d) shore

10. It is so sad that the doctors can’t __________ his disease.
a) cure

b) settle

c) cause

d) occasion

E. Match the word with its definition.
1. consider ______

a. willing to give more

2. generous ______

b. a time

3. occasion ______

c. to think about

4. proof

______

d. to let happen

5. settle

______

e. unkind

6. allow

______

f. Information to show the truth

7. mean

______

g. to end an argument

ANSWER KEY: A. 1. Feast 2. Load 3. Guilty 4. Occasionally 5. Considerate 6. Prove 7. Mean 8.
Spirit 9. Settle 10. consider
B. 1. guilt 2. generosity 3. occasions 4. prove 5. load 6. feast 7. attempted 8. cause 9. recorded 10.
damaged
C. 1. occasionally 2. disease 3. cure 4. shore 5. attempted 6. raise 7. generous 8. risk 9. spirits
D. 1. a
2. c 3. b 4. c 5. c 6. a 7. d 8. b 9. c 10. a
E. 1. c
2. a 3. b 4. f 5. g 6. d 7. e
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